
The multifunction tool TC-MG 220 E Kit is a high-quality, compact and ergonomic equipment, which offers an enormous  reduced workload for the

expert with development, renovation and refurbishment work. Sawing, sanding, scraping and a great deal more can be performed simply and briskly

with the handy all-rounder. Its powerful 220 Watt motor and the electronic speed control enable an exact adaptation of the oscillation speed to the

respective task. Thanks to the soft grip and the compact design, the TC-MG 220 E Kit multi-tool lies pleasantly in the hand and offers a safe hold at any

time, in order to be able to work even in locations that are difficult to access.

TC-MG 220 E Kit

Multifunctional Tool
Item No.: 4465091

Ident No.: 11015

Bar Code: 4006825610543

Features
Powerful 220 Watt engine-

Maximum precision by means of variable oscillation speed-

Safe and pleasant working thanks to the soft grip-

On/off switch for one-handed operation-

Compact design for optimal handling-

Triangular grinding/sanding plate-

1x grinding/sanding paper-

Dust extraction device for triangular grinding/sanding plate-

Scraper-

3x plunge-cut saw blades for wood and plastic-

2x plunge-cut saw blades also for aluminium-

Segmental cutting wheel-

Practical dust extraction adapter-

Allen key-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 220 W

- Oscillating speed 11000 - 19000 min^-1

- Angle of oscillation 3.2 °

- Sandpaper size 93  x  93  x  93 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 1.15 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 2.5 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 0 x 0 x 0 mm

- Pieces per export carton 5 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 13.5 kg

- Dimensions export carton 470 x 390 x 255 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 2975 | 6150 | 6750

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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